
Playing the Game

MINECRAFT PI TUTORIAL

Once open, the Minecraft world appears similar to versions on PC, Mac, 
Consoles and Pocket Edition. 

The main differences are that Minecraft Pi is only playable in ‘Creative Mode’; 
there is no ‘Survival Mode’. There is also no night time, or any mobs or 
animals.

As in other versions, there is a ‘Hotbar’ of items along the bottom of the screen. 

Minecraft Pi has 8 Hotbar slots. The selected item at any time will appear in 
your hand on the right of the screen.

Understanding the Screen

The controls for moving around the world are similar to the PC/Mac version 
of Minecraft. 

To move, use the following keys on your keyboard  

 Forwards
 Left
 Backwards
 Right

Move your mouse to move your view. If you move the mouse whilst walking 
forward it will also change the direction your player walks in.

Tap the space bar to jump, double tap it to fl y. 

When fl ying, press and hold space bar to go higher and press and hold the 
left shift button to go down. 

Double tap the space bar again to land back on the ground.

Movement
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A Minecraft Pi map is much smaller than a standard Minecraft Map and unlike 
the PC/Mac version the map does not continue to generate as you move 
around. If you walk or fl y for a short time in game you will fi nd the edge of 
the map and be able to move no further past this edge.

You may also notice that the co-ordinates of your players are always visible 
in the top left corner of the screen. 

Minecraft Pi Map
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Building your Creation

Step 1 -  Open your inventory by pressing the letter ’E’ on your keyboard. 

 This page shows all the blocks available. 

Step 2 -  Click on any block/item in your inventory to place it in your Hotbar.  
 For this example, we will select ‘Bricks’ (6th option on the top row). 

Step 3 -  Press Esc to return to the game.

Any new item selected, in this case the Sandstone slab, will have been 
automatically put into the fi rst slot of the Hotbar and other items moved 
along one position to the right.
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Step 4 -  Select a block to build with from your Hotbar. 

 Use the number keys from 1-8 to select one of the 8 slots or use  
 the scroll wheel on your mouse.

 Once you have selected a block to build with, that item will appear  
 in the player’s hand on the right side of the screen. 

Step 5 -  Move the crosshair at the centre of the screen to where you would  
 like to place your block.

 A block can be placed on any side of an existing block, including  
 underneath, provided you can see and get close enough.

Step 6 -  When you are ready, click the Right Mouse Button to place. 
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Step 7 -  Move your player around and/or the crosshair, to place 
 additional blocks.

 Remember, you can place blocks on top, on the sides and even  
 underneath other blocks to create walls and structures.

Step 8 -  To break blocks, move the cross over the block to be removed 
 and click the Left Mouse Button.

 You may need to hold the mouse button for a second or two   
 before the block will break.
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Navigating Screens

When playing Minecraft Pi your mouse becomes locked within the 
Minecraft window. 

Step 9 -  To release the mouse and be able to use other programs press the  
 ‘Esc’ key on your keyboard.

 When you do this the Minecraft main screen will become   
 translucent and you will notice a second window behind. As well 
 as two windows, there are also two mouse cursors. 

 The brown coloured arrow allows you to click on buttons within  
 Minecraft, the smaller black arrow is needed to click on elements  
 outside of the Minecraft game.

 To use other programs, use this small black cursor to click on the  
 minimise button on the second Minecraft window at the back.

 Note: If you don’t minimise Minecraft, the transparent screen will  
 stay at the front of the screen and block your visibility of the   
 desktop and any other windows you open and want to use.  

Step 10 - To exit Minecraft Pi press ‘Esc’ then click on ‘Quit to title’.

 This will take you back to the start screen. From here, either click  
 the ‘X’ on the second window behind or right click on Minecraft on  
 the bar at the top of the screen and select ‘Close Window’. 
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